Sunny Alcove Exhibit Space

The Sunny Alcove Gallery and Study Space as seen from the Library Reference Desk.

Mauka Wall (primary wall)

Measurements
Length: 52’ total, central load bearing column 2’, walls either side of column 25’
Height: 8’ to drop ceiling, 10’ 1” to bottom of concrete waffle ceiling. Gallery wall hits the 8’ drop ceiling.

Gallery wall does not have hanging track system.

Makai Wall* (secondary wall)

Measurements
Length: Approx. 21.5’ (25’ wall minus the door)
Height: 8’ to drop ceiling, 10’ 1” to bottom of concrete waffle ceiling. Gallery wall hits the 8’ drop ceiling.

Gallery wall does not have hanging track system.

*This wall is generally not used. Exceptions can be made with permission.